Ambitious
College

Maximum
Independence

Curriculum and Assessment

Maximum
Independence
Learners on the Maximum
Independence course will
have the opportunity to
learn to complete a range of
skills as independently as
possible. In all areas of the
curriculum staff will strive to
support learners in a way
that focuses on their
independence, reducing
prompts and direction so
that learners, where
possible, work towards
being self directed.

Next Steps and Destinations:
Learners who have completed this course may progress to
our Preparing for Employment Course. This course is
designed to give learners the skills they need to go into the
world of work. Learners may also go on to supported living,
work placements or community environments, where they
can use the skills they have learned to be active members
of their supported communities.
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Quality
of Life
The colle e curriculum takes
account o uality o li e indicators to
ork to ards impactin our learners
lives in a ran e o meanin ul ays
includin skills, kno led e and
uality o li e.

Well-being
Emotional Well-being
Physical Well-being
Personal Development

Independence
Independent Living
Self-Determination
Rights
Employment
Material Well-being

Social Participation
Community Inclusion
Interpersonal Relationships
Supporting, Ena ling or Facilitating

Functional Skills
ENGLISH AND
MATHS
En a ement and Interaction
Pre-entry En lish and maths are orked on throu h un
and en a in activities. Key concepts such as up and
do n and on and o are inte rated into a ran e o
sessions. The aim is to support destinations ith urther
understandin and lan ua e re ardin the orld around
our learners.
Ma imum Independence
Pre-entry En lish and maths are orked on throu h un and
en a in activities. Key concepts such as up and do n and on and
o are inte rated into a ran e o sessions. Learners ho are orkin
to ards Entry 1 ill e iven the opportunity to access stand alone
En lish and maths sessions in the P E course
Preparin

or Employment

En lish
Learners on the P E course ill e orkin to ards a uali ication in En lish hich is relevant to their
identi ied career choice. Whilst En lish is inte rated throu hout the curriculum, learners on this course
ill access stand alone En lish sessions to pick up needs identi ied rom aseline and prepare learners
or uali ications.
Maths
Learners on the P E course ill e orkin to ards a uali ication in maths hich is relevant to their
identi ied career choice. Whilst maths is inte rated throu hout the curriculum, learners on this course
ill access stand alone maths sessions to pick up needs identi ied rom aseline and prepare learners
or uali ications.

Assessment for – English Reading
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Read and understand
3 key
signs/symbols/words
Understand 3 key
social sight signs (fire
escape/toilet/exit)
Match up to 10
symbols/photos/words
Recognise their name
from a choice of 5
Use
words/signs/symbols
to label familiar things
Identify preferred
foods from packaging
Identify the different
purposes of texts
Find basic information
from a website/app
Understand the days
of the week
Match colours to
words

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D

= is learning the skill

C

= Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn

F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings

Maximum Independence
Fluent
(F)

Independent
(I)

Notes

Assessment for – English Writing
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Write name
Write signature
Use
words/signs/symbols
to form a sentence to
request (I want xxxxxx
please)
Fill in a basic form
Write home address
Make a mark to
indicate a preference
Use
words/signs/symbols
to label objects
Write a simple
text/email/whatsapp
message
Type a single search
criteria into a search
bar e.g. Cafes
Write CVC words

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
M = Has learnt the majority of the skill but may still be reliant on prompts
I

= Has learnt the skill and can do independent of prompts from others

Maximum Independence
Mastering
(M)

Independent
(I)

Notes

Assessment for –Speaking and Listening
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Maximum Independence
Fluent
(F)

Use preferred
communication method to
participate in lessons
Listen and attend in a
group setting
Request a break
Ask to use the toilet
Ask for help
Say ‘No’ effectively
Listen to and follow simple
instructions
Communicates with peers
Ask for items from an
unfamiliar person in the
community (e.g. order a
coffee)
Request help when in the
community (e.g. ask
supermarket staff where an
item is)

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
M = Has learnt the majority of the skill but may still be reliant on prompts
I

= Has learnt the skill and can do independent of prompts from others

Independent
(I)

Notes

Assessment for – Maths - Number
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Identify numbers up
to 10
Join in counting to 10
Make single digit
additions
Relate numbers to
collections of objects
Use ordinal numbers
in a functional setting
Understand the
concept of more in
relation to objects
Identify numbers in
the community (on
buses etc)
Identify numbers that
signify a monetary
value
Identify what can be
bought for £5
(choosing a lunch)
Adding items
together to buy

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Maximum Independence
Mastering
(M)

Independent
(I)

Notes

Assessment for – Data
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Maximum Independence
Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Fluent
(F)

Create numerically
ordered list up to 3
Sort objects by size
Sort objects by colour
Sort objects by shape
Identify objects given
a single criterion
Identify the ‘odd one
out’ given a set of
shapes
Input basic data into
a spreadsheet
Identify who/what is
1st
Identify who/what is
‘last’
Identify who/what is
2nd

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn

F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

Independent
(I)

Notes

Assessment for – Maths Shape/Space/measure
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Fluent
(F)

Understand and use ‘more’
correctly in context
Identify basic 2D shapes
Recognise coins up to £1
Recognise notes up to £10
Identify when an object is
‘heavy’ in relation to another
Recognise 3D shapes (Sphere
and cube)
Demonstrate understanding
of positional vocab
(up/down/on/under/near/far)
Demonstrate understanding
of directional vocab
(forward/back/left/right)
Sort coins into sets
(10p/20p/£1)
Sort notes into sets (£5/£10)

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn

F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

Maximum Independence
Independent
(I)

Notes

Personal Development
Ofsted has recognised that pupils’ development extends beyond their
academic, vocational or technical achievements. To further support our
learners to advocate, develop a sense of self and an understanding
and engagement with the world around them personal development
focuses upon the following skills. Personal Development is also
addressed accross college in a variety of ways.

Identify 3 religious festivals
Identify 3 British Values
Participate in RSE Sessions
Understand that money has a value
Identify and enrichment activity that
you would like to take part in
Identify culturally significant dates
pertinent to different cultures
Take part in a discussion about
PREVENT
Understand who to talk to if they feel
unsafe in college
Identify a peer they would like to work
with
Has a basic understanding of their
human rights

(Enabling) Quality of Life: Well-being: Personal Development

Assessment for – Personal Development
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Maximum Independence
Fluent
(F)

Independent
(I)

Notes

Identify 3 religious festivals
Identify 3 British values
Participate in RSE lessons
Understand that money
has value
Identify an enrichment
activity that they would like
to take part in
Identify culturally significant
dates pertinent to their
culture (e.g. Eid)
Take part in a discussion
about PREVENT
Understands who to talk to
if they feel unsafe in
College
Identify a peer who they
would like to work with
Has a basic understanding
of their human rights

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D

= is learning the skill

C

= Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn

F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings.

Community
Access

Community access is an important part of all our lives. Our learners should
work towards accessing the community to support their quality of life and
ability to engage with the world. The following skills aim to support our
learners to engage and interact with the community.

Access community space independently
Access public transport independently
Follow basic road safety rules independenly
Communicate with unfamiliar people in the community
Understand basic social conventions in the community
Use an automated checkout in the supermarket
Order a drink in a café
Understand that money (either cash or card) is needed to buy
items
Know who to ask for help in the community
Understand a range of social sight signs

EditYourFacebook

EditYourTwitter

Ena lin or Facilitatin ) : Quality o Li e: Social Participation Community Inclusion

Assessment for – Community Access
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Maximum Independence
Fluent
(F)

Independent
(I)

Access community
space independently
Access public transport
independently
Follow basic road safety
rules independently
Communicate with
unfamiliar people in the
community
Understand basic social
conventions in the
community
Can use an automated
checkout in a
supermarket
Can order a drink in a
cafe
Understands that
money (either cash or
card) is needed to buy
items
Knows who to ask for
help when out in the
community
Understands most social
sight signs

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
F = The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting
I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings.

Notes

Social
Communication
Take turns in tasks and activities
Engage in group communication sessions
Engage in peer interactions
Express feelings and emotions
Express likes and dislikes
Interact with a range of people
Take turns in Conversations
Adapt to different social situations
Use non-verbal communication skills
appropriately
Manage feelings and emotions

Supportin , Ena lin or Facilitatin ) Quality o Li e:
Social Participation: Interpersonal Relationships

Assessment for – Social Communication
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Fluent
(F)

Universal
Independent
(I)

Take turns in tasks
and activities
Engage in group
communication
sessions
Engage in peer
interactions
Express feelings and
emotions
Express likes and
dislikes
Interact with a
range of people
Take turns in
conversations
Adapt to different
social situations
Use non-verbal
communication
skills appropriately
Manage feelings
and emotions

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings.

Notes

ILS
Daily Livin Skills
Daily Livin Skills allo s learners to develop on oin skills or li e
that are relevant, supportive and en a in . To allo our learners to
en a e and access the orld around them more meanin ully the
ollo in skills aim to support our learners to increase their
en a ement and interaction in their o n lives.

Make a drink
Make a snack
Make a simple lunch
Clear up a ter preparin
ood in the kitchen
Operate a micro ave
sa ely
Use a ho sa ely
Identi y here di erent
oods are kept
Demonstrate
kno led e o asic ood
sa ety
Check appliances are
turned o a ter use

Ena lin ) : Quality o Li e: Independence Independent Livin

Assessment for - ILS – Daily Living Skills
Skill
Make a drink
Get a snack
Make a simple
Lunch
Clear up after preparing
food in the kitchen
Operate a microwave
safely
Use an oven safely

Use the hob safely

Identify where different
foods are kept
(cupboard/fridge/freezer)
Demonstrate knowledge
of basic food safety
Check appliances are
turned off after use

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Maximum Independence
Mastering
(M)

Independent
(I)

Notes

ILS - Life Skills
Li e skills supports our learners to develop urther their
independence in their local communities and eyond.
The skills elo aim to ive learners the oundations
needs to move or ard in their journey to ards as
independent lives as possi le.

Use a mo ile phone to make a call
Ask/open oo le to ind the ans er
to a uestion
Open oo le maps
Use a citymapper to plan a route
Tap a contactless card to pay or an
item
Identi y here to ait or a us
Use a mo ile phone to send a
messa e
Use a mo ile phone to check the
eather
Bud et an amount o money or an
activity
Greet peers and sta independently

Ena lin or Facilitatin ) Quality o Li e: Independence: Independent Livin

Assessment for - Life Skills – Independent Living Skills
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Fluent
(F)

Maximum Independence
Independent
(I)

Use a mobile phone
to make a call
Ask/open google to
find the answer to a
question
Open google maps
Use citymapper to
plan a simple route
Tap a contactless
card to pay for an
item
Identify where to wait
for a bus
Use a mobile phone
to send a whatsapp
Use a mobile phone
to check the weather
Budget an amount of
money for lunch
Greet peers and staff
independently
EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings.

Notes

Enrichment
Create something new
Listen to other people
Work with other people
Communicate with peers
Be engaged
Follow instructions
Practice skills
Use Maths and English
Express ideas
Make Decisions

Enrichment provides learners ith a chance to e plore a ran e o
activities hich they may not have had access to previously and hich
have the potential to increase the uality o li e o those individuals.
Therapeutic approaches can e e plored throu h, art, music and yo a
and interests and aptitude in a ran e o other areas can e pro ed,
here there is no pressure to undertake a complete course. Learners
also have the opportunity to mi
ith peers ho are not in their
immediate tutor roup and orm riendships throu h enjoyment o a
joint activity.


Supportin , Ena lin , Facilitatin ) Quality o Li e: Independence: Sel Determination

Assessment for – Enrichment

Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Universal

Fluent
(F)

Independent
(I)

Notes

Create something
new
Listen to others
Work with other
people
Communicate with
peers
Be engaged
Follow instructions
Practice Skills
Use Maths and
English
Express Ideas
Make Decisions
EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings.

Skills for
Work

Moving towards work and as meaningfully active lives as
possible is central to the work of Ambitious College. To
support our learners to have as ordinary lives as possible
the following skills are developed to move towards levels
of independence and skills for work.

Follow instructions from familiar and unfamiliar
people
Remain focussed on a task for extended periods
of time
Ask for a break
Tolerate being around others
Indicate and investigate a vocational preference
Demonstrate an interest in participating in
vocational tasks
Able to adhere to given timeframes
Remain engaged in non-preferred tasks
Travel Safely in the community
Ability to compromise

Facilitatin ) Quality o Li e: Independence: Independent Livin

Assessment for – Skills for Work
Skill
Follow instructions
from familiar and
unfamiliar people
Remain focussed
on a task for a
duration of time
Ask for a break
Tolerate being
around others
Indicate and
investigate a
vocational
preference
Demonstrate an
interest in
participating in
vocational tasks
Able to adhere to
given timeframes
Remain engaged in
non-preferred tasks
Travel safely in the
community
Ability to
compromise

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Maximum Independence
Mastering
(M)

Independent
(I)

Notes

Project Based Learning
Project based learning allows
learners to engage in meaningful
group activities with a shared aim. It
works towards developing a sense of
inclusion and involvement in a team
whilst developing skills that support
independence and employment skills.
Work in a group to achieve a
common aim
Identify a project that benefits our
community
Produce a portfolio of work
Demonstrate an ability to plan and
prepare a project
Demonstrate an ability to take on
different roles within a project
Demonstrate an understanding of
persuasive language to 'sell' and
idea
Demonstrate an ability to lead
Demonstrate an ability to
compromise

Ena lin and Facilitatin ) Quality o Li e: Social Participation: Community Inclusion

Assessment for – Project Based Learning
Skill
Work in a group to
achieve a common
aim
Identify a project that
benefits their
community
Produce a portfolio of
work
Demonstrate an
ability to plan and
prepare for a project
Demonstrate an
ability to take on
different roles within a
project
Identify their personal
skills in relation to a
project
Present a PowerPoint
or similar in relation to
the project
Demonstrate an
understanding of
persuasive language
to ‘sell’ their idea
Demonstrate an
ability to lead
Demonstrate an
ability to compromise

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Fluent
(F)

Maximum Independence
Independent
(I)

Notes

Physical Wellbeing
Physical ell ein supports learners to en a e and interact
ith their environment and odies to support on oin
physical ell ein . The ollo in skills aim to support
learners to access activities that support and develop their
skills in this area.

Take part in a arm up routine
Take part in a arm do n routine
Identi y 3 ene its o physical e ercise
Identi y 3 di erent physical activities that they enjoy
Access a ym and use e uipment sa ely
Wear clothin appropriate to physical activity
Take part in physical activity or 1 minutes
Take part in physical activity ith a roup
Access physical activity in the community
Chan e/sho er as appropriate prior to/a ter physical
activity

Ena lin or Facilitatin ) Quality o Li e: Physical Well ein

Assessment for – Physical Wellbeing
Skill
Take part in a warm
up routine
Take part in a warm
down routine
Identify 3 benefits of
physical exercise
Identify 3 different
physical activities that
they enjoy
Access a gym and
use equipment safely
Wear clothing
appropriate to
physical activity
Take part in physical
activity for 10 minutes
Take part in physical
activity with a group
Access physical
activity in the
community
Change/shower as
appropriate prior
to/after physical
activity

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Maximum Independence
Fluent
(F)

Independent
(I)

Notes

ICT
ICT allo s us to en a e ith others, make choices and
communicate. As part o our learners courses the ollo in
skills ill support them to urther develop the tools they
need to mana e their o n ICT needs to support
independence.

Interact meanin ully ith a touch screen
Understand that icons link to pro rammes/apps
Use a mouse or adaptive alternative
Print rom various apps
Type on a key oard
Use voice to activate app
Identi y a e
ro ser icon and open
Use oo le to search voice or type)
Identi y avourite apps rom home screen
Purchase somethin online

Ena lin or Facilitiatin ) Quality o Li e: Independent Livin

Assessment for – Using Tech Independently
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

interact meaningfully
with a touch screen
Understand that icons
link to
programmes/apps
Use a mouse
Print from various
apps
Type on a keyboard
Use voice to activate
google/siri
Identify a web
browser icon an open
Use google to search
(voice or type)
Identify favourite
apps from home
screen
Purchase something
online

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
M = Has learnt the majority of the skill but may still be reliant on prompts
I

= Has learnt the skill and can do independent of prompts from others

Mastering
(M)

Maximum Independence
Independent
(I)

Notes

RSE
Relationship and Sex Education
High-quality relationships and sex education (RSE) helps
create safe communities where learners can grow, learn, and
develop positive and healthy behaviour for life. The following
skills support our learners to advocate, relate and increase
their understanding of their place within RSE and how it
applies to their own lives.

Understand good and bad touching
Say 'No' effectively
Name private parts of the body
Understand dressing and undressing
sequences
Understanding of hygiene and fluids
Understand who 'safe' people are
Know the concepts of public and private
Understand to shut the door to keep
private
Understand own body
Has a basic understanding of human
rights in relation to RSE
Get an early bird fee at www.marketershub.com

Supportin , Ena lin and Facilitatin ) Quality o Li e: Physical and Emotional Well ein

Assessment for – Relationship & Sexual education Maximum Independence
Skill
Understand good
and bad touching
say ‘No’ effectively
name private parts of
the body
Understand dressing
and undressing
sequences
Understand hygiene
and fluids
Understand who ‘safe
people’ are
Understand the
concepts of public
and private
Understand shutting
the door to keep
private
Understand own
body
Have a basic
understanding of their
human rights in
relation to RSE

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Mastering
(M)

Independent
(I)

Notes

Creative Arts
The Creative Arts supports our learners to en a e ith
creative activities and develop skills that support their
ocus, en a ement, motor skills and orkin
ith others. Usin
Creative Arts as a vehicle learners ill ork on the ollo in skills.

Identify primary colours
Make a choice from different
artistic materials
Interact creatively with peers
Work independently on a
creative project
Work with a peer on a
project
Return to a piece of work to
improve it
Explore emotions through art
Use Maths through Creative
Arts
Use English through
Creative Arts
Communicate preference
through the arts

Supportin , Ena lin or Facilitatin ) Quality o Li e: Personal Development

Assessment for – Creative Art
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Preparing for Employment
Fluent
(F)

Independent
(I)

Notes

Identify primary
colours
Make a choice from
different artistic
materials
Interact creatively
with peers
Work independently
on a creative project
Work with a peer on a
project
Return to a piece of
work to improve it
Explore emotions
through art
Work on maths
through creative art
Work on English
through creative art
Communicate
preference through
art

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
F = The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting
I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings.

Assessment for – Using Tech Independently
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

interact meaningfully
with a touch screen
Understand that icons
link to
programmes/apps
Use a mouse
Print from various
apps
Type on a keyboard
Use voice to activate
google/siri
Identify a web
browser icon an open
Use google to search
(voice or type)
Identify favourite
apps from home
screen
Purchase something
online

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
M = Has learnt the majority of the skill but may still be reliant on prompts
I

= Has learnt the skill and can do independent of prompts from others

Mastering
(M)

Maximum Independence
Independent
(I)

Notes

Behaviour
Supporting our learners with their behaviour allows
them to further enagage and develop a positive
relationship with the world around them. The following
areas support the skills needed to continue to develop
our learners independence and quality of life.

Increase functional communication
Increase motivation and establish
reinforcers
Develop Independence
Develop social behaviour
Develop and maintain positive
relationships
Engage in group learning
Access the community safely
Increase behaviour skillset
Generalise behaviour skillset
Increase displays of socially
appropriate behaviour

Assessment for – Behaviour
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Universal
Fluent
(F)

Increase functional
Communication
Increase motivation
and establish
reinforcers
Develop
independence
Develop social
behaviour
Develop and
maintain positive
relationships
Engage in group
learning
Access the
community safely
Increase Behaviour
Skillset
Generalise
Behaviour skillset
Increase displays of
socially appropriate
behaviour
EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings.

Independent
(I)

Notes

Language and Communication

Language and Communication allows us to interact with the world around us
in a meaningful way. It supports us to engage and share our needs, wants
thoughts and feelings with those around us. The following skills support our
learners to get the most they can out of their interactions and support their
Language and Communication development.

Initiate social interactions
Maintain social interactions
Transition between activities
Follow instructions
Understand and respond to questions
Make requests for wants and needs
Express likes and dislikes
Listen and focus in groups sessions
Communicate with a range of people
Understand and follow a daily routine

Assessment for – Language and Communication
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Fluent
(F)

Independent
(I)

Universal
Notes

Initiate social
interactions
Maintain social
interactions
Transition between
activities
Follow instructions
Understand and
respond to
questions
Make requests for
wants and needs
Express likes and
dislikes
Listen and focus in
group sessions
Communicate with
a range of people
Understand and
follow a daily
routine
EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings.

Occupational
Therapy
Occupational Therapy supports our learners growth and
development and their interaction with the environment
through daily activities. Occupational Therapy also supports
social, emotional, and physiological wellbeing. The following
skills support learners across the college to develop
independence.

Sit at a table with feet flat on the floor and
maintain an upright position
Navigate the physical environment by
moving effectively in relation to space
Use a range of physical exercise equipment
Use a ball to play a range of games
Hold and use writing implement
Manipulate a range of smaller items using
both hands as appropriate
Can perform a full toileting routine
Dress myself
Engage in calming/alerting activities with
staff to enable me to be ready to learn

Assessment for – Occupational Therapy
Skill

Emerging
(EM)

Developing Consolidating
(D)
(C)

Fluent
(F)

Universal
Independent
(I)

Notes

Sit at a table with feet
flat on the floor and
maintain an upright
position
Navigate the physical
environment by moving
effectively in relation to
space
Use a range of physical
exercise equipment
Use a ball to play ball
games
Hold and use a writing
implement
Manipulate a range of
smaller items using both
hands as appropriate
Can perform a full
toileting routine
Dress myself
Engage in
calming/alerting
activities to enable me
to be ready to learn.

EM = is being introduced to the skill
D = is learning the skill
C = Has learnt aspects of the skill and is continuing to learn
F

= The skill is demonstrated with accuracy, no hesitation and without prompting

I

= The learner has learnt the skill, can do independent of prompts from others and can generalise to different settings.

